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LDUCATION IN TANZANIA: CLASS FORMATION AND REPRODUCTION

At least since the beginnirg of this century, access to

education has been the proxime:e determinant of class differ-

entiation in Tanzania, and in much of Africa. Despite several

initiatives to overcome this legacy of European rule, perhape

more focused in Tanzania than in many other African countries,

education and class situation continue to be firmly linked.

There is widespread ageeement on the significance of edu-

cation in Tanzania's efforts to overcome its poverty (good

starting points are Resnick, 1968, and Cameron and Dodd, 1970).

One line of thought emphasizes the massive and rapid expansion

of educatioral opportunity as a key element in the eevelopment

strategy. Beth the commitment to universal primary edueation

by 1989 and the campaigns to eliminate adult illiteracy are

examples of this perspective. An alternative line of thought

focuses less on the expansion of schools, though that is not

neglected, and more on the content of the curriculum (Nyerere,

"Education for Self-Reliance," in Nyerere, 1968; Saul, 1968),

Here, I wish to complement the attention to how many peo:

ple get into school and what sort of schooling do they experi-

ence with an exploration of who gets into school. In Tanzania,

access to educetion is the major route to power and wealth.

In Tanzania, that access is far from equitably distributed

across regions, age groups, social strata, religions, and eth-'

nic clusters. And in Tanzania, that differential access to

education has facilitated the perpetuation of a particular pat-

tern of sociaf stratification, which in turn has fostered

class differentiation.

Thes, I am concerned at the outset, with the role of

access to education in class differentiation1 in Tanzania, and,

I think, in much of Africa. To explore that relationship,. I

will use the examination of the situation in one local area of

northern Tanzania to raise several larger issues of class in

Tanzania.
2
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Kiliaz..21EaIEELag and Expanding its Lead

Mt. Kilimanjaro's relatively cool and 'Aell-watered hill-

sides very early attracted the attention of outsiders visiting

East Africa (Landes, 1924; Stahl, 1964; Samoff, 1974:Chapter 1

and the references therein).
The settlement of European mis-

sionaries in Kilimanjaro' during the late Nineteenth and early

Twentieth Century led to the opening of schools for local

Africans much sooner and much more rapidly than was the Case

in most of the rest of Tanzanja (Shann, 1956; Samoff, 1974:

36-39). Mission primary schools in the second decade of this,

century had more pupils then there were to be in government

primary schools in 1969. Throughout the period of British rule

Kilimanjaro residents had greater access to primary education

than did most other Tanzanians. By 1947, while the Rilimanjaro

population was approximately 3.6% of the

zanian population, pupils in Kilimanjaro

irately 12.6% of the total primary school

British government estimated that 621 of

manjaro were in school in 1951, compared

total mainland Tan-

schools were approxi-

population. The

the children in Kili-

to 15.5% of all main-

land Tanzanian children in 1947 and 30% in 1953 (United

Nations Visiting Missions, 1955:4, and 1958:64).

That regional advantage persisted after Independence in

1961. And although the restraints on primary school expansion

imposed after 1965 apparently prevented further widening of

the gap, by the end of the 1960s, Kilimanjaro continued to en-

roll almost twice as many pepils per 1000 residents as the

national average (see TABLE 1).

Retainin the Initiative: the Church Role
-------

These enrollment figures refer to state-run and state-

supported schools. But as I have suggested elsewhere (Samoff,

1974:40-58; Samoffs, 1976), these figures understate the num-

ber of schools actually in operation. Usin both local

resources and, at least in the past, some outside funeiTeg, the

churches in Kilimanjaro [T:imarily Lutheran and Catholic) hve
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Table 1 PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT: KILIMANJARO'S LEADa

Primary School Kilimanjaro as 2 of Primary Enrollment

Enrollment Mainland Tanzania per 1000 Population

Year Kilimaniaro Tanzania pen, Enrollment Kilimanjaro Tanzania

1947 14,229b 113,000
c

3.62d 12.6% 53.2 15.1

956 29,620
b

364,000
e

4.2%
f

8,12 81.2 41,4

.966 63,5978 769,348
h

4.22
i

8.32 126,4 64.3

1.969 64,637 829,169j 422k 7.82 120,4 65,2

a
Kilimanjaro refers to Kilimanjaro District as defined in 1969;

statistics for other years adjusted to correspond. Tanzania refers

:o mainland Tanzania,

bTanzania National Archives 5/47/14.

cCameron and Dodd:102.

d1948 Census, Tanzania Statistical Abstract 1970:44
e
Cameron and Dodd:104.

f
1957 Census, Tanzania Statistical Abstract 1970:44

gKilimanjaro District Education Office records,

hTanzania Statistical Abstract 1970:176,

11967 Census, Tanzania Statistical Abstract 1970:42

hanzania Statistical Abstract 1970:204,

lqxtrapolated from 1967 Census.

responded to and on occasion stimulated local pressure for more

primary schools. That is, when local government councils were

unable to finance further educational expansion, or when cen-

tral directives blocked further primary school expansion with-

in Kilimanjaro, the churches were able to organize the

establishment of new schools. At the outset often ill-equipped,

overcrowded, and staffed by untrained teachers, these schools

permitted large numbers of local children who were unable to

find places in regular schools to go to school. My calcula-

tions in 1968 found that perhaps one-third of the primary

schools operating were unrecognized by the Ministry of Educa-

tion (Samoff, 1974:42-43).

Aer expansi.en of primary education became possible, the'.

most common pattern in Kilimanjaro was for the local council

to assume responsibility for these previously unregistered

schools, since in that way the council could both respond to

pressure from parents to accomodate their children in the

national educational system and at the same time acquire func-

tioning schools for much less money nen it would have

required to create those schools itself. As a result, until

the 1970s, three-quarters to four-fifths of the registered

schools were church-operated and/or church-assisted. In

other words, the independent Tanzanian government, partly by

design and partly due to local pressures, was following the

colonial pattern--initiative in organizing and operating pri-

mary schools was left to the churches (see TABLE 2).

As it became clearer to the national leadership that the

regional disparities inherited from British rule were per-

sisting, several related policy changes were directed at

eliminating these inequalities. First, control over primary

schools was transferred from the voluntary agencies to the,

central government. Second, central educational resources

were to be allocated to favor those regions with the lowest

enrollment rates. And third, the achievement of universal pri-

mary education by 1989 would necessarily eliminate inter-

regional differences.

These initiatives have had some success. Almost all

primary schools came under direct government control. As the

data presented in TABLE 2 suggest, the gap between Kilimanjaro

and the rest of the country has ceased to widen. And Kilima-

njaro Region ranked only fourth among all mainland regions in

the percentage of the relevant population who began primary

school in 1972 (Mali ya Uchumi, 1973).

Kilimanjaro residents and their leaders, however, have

sought to maintain their advantage. The regional disparity

was so great that restraining primary school expansion within

Kilimanjaro could have little short-run equalizing impact. In
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Table 2 ChURCH ROLE IN PRIMARY EDUCATION3 IN KILIMANJARO

fear Place

Government

Schools

(National

and Local

22,2LaiaLl

Voluntary Agency

Schools (All

Denominations)

Voluntary

Agency Schools

as Percent

of Total

.954
b

Kilimanjaro

District 25 106 81%

.969c Kilimanjaro

Rural 39 212

Moshi Town 2 7

Kilimanjaro

District 41 219

.971 Kilimanjaro

Rural 51 202

Moshi Town 11

Kilimanjaro

District 62 202

973 Moshi Rural

Moshi Town

Rombo
d

Kilimanjaro

District°

208

ii

65

284

17

84:

78%

84:

80%

0%

77%

8Z

01

6%

21 7%

a
Refers to assisted schools only. If Lnassisted and unreg-

stered (bush) schools wcre included, the church role would be

eubstantially greater. All schools: Standards I-IV, V-VII1 and

Inilimanjaro District Book.

cUnless otherwise noted, statistics from Kilimanjaro

listrict and Regional Education Offices.

dCarved from the former Kilimanjaro District.

eNew administrative units recombined for purposes of

omparison.

WM......1,

fact, the existing advantage at the time of the new policies

was so large that it

prevented any narrowing of the gap between enrol-

ment rates in different Regions (Tanzania, 1972:70).

In addition: although the assertion of government control over

the church-supported primary schools restrained the church

initiative for a time, the churches have again begun assisting

7

local parents to open new schools in Kilimanjaro. 10 before,

at the outset most of these schools employ poorly-trained

teachers, operate in makeohift buildings,
have large enroll

ments for few staff, and are usually limited to Standards T-TI.

And, as before, the long-range goal of both the local parents

an the church officials is clear: 'that these schools and

their pupils be incorporated into the national educational

system. Although an exact census was impossible, reports

from church and Ministry officials indicated that such schools

numbered about 100-150 in Kilimanjaro in 1974: on the order of

half.again as many as the government primary schools. A re-

lated trend is the effort by local parents and churches to

create "kindergartenetwo-year pre-schools intended to im-

prove children's chances of getting into and doing well in

Standard I. The teachers generally have a primary school edu-

cation and are paid by parents and parishes.

These kindergartens are the same as the old Bush

Schools. Almost every school or church on the
, mountain has its Bush Schoo1.4

Thus, the combined enrollments of these unregiqered

schools and the regular primary schools make primary school

attendance in Kilimanjaro significantly higher than the

official inter-regional comparisons indicate. And clearly

the churches continue to retain the initiative for expansion

of primary education in Kilimanjaro.

The most important effort to maintain the Kilimanjaro

advantage, however, has been the shift of attention from pri-

mary to post-primary education.

The point is that the government, with its plan to

provide universal primary education, will do the

job for primary schools, so we will put our efforts

elsewhere.

For the first decade of independence, secondary education re-

mained largely a government monopoly. bat at about the same

time that the government took firmer control over primary

education, parents in Kilimanjaro, lei.1.1 church support, began

opening private, fee-paying secondary schools. In 1974 there
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were eight government secondary schools in Kilimanjaro, all

opened prior to 1969. Those schools were outnumbered by the

eleven private secondary schools, most opened since 1969. By

1974, private secondary schools accounted for almost one-third

the secondary enrollment in Kilimanjaro, and more than half

the schools (see TABLE 3).

Table 3 MACH ROLE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION IN KILIMANIAROa

Year

Voluntary Agency Private Schools
b

and as

Government Schools Private Schools
b

Percent of Total

Enrollment Schools Enrollment Schools Enrollment Schools

1954c n.a. 2 n.a. 5 n.a. 71%

1969170 3351 8 812 4 19.5% 332

1970/71 3779 8 1151 5 23.4% 38/

1971/72 3818 8 1366 6 26.42 43%

1972/73 3907 8 1783 7 31.3/ 47%

1573/74 n,a. 8 n.a. 11 n.a. 58%

'Kilimanjaro District as defined in 1969; figures for

other years adjusted to correspond. Unless otherwise noted,

data f,rom Kilimanjaro Regional Education Office.

Includes one private secondary school in Moshi town,

originally created and supported by the Asian commutity.

cKilimanjaro District Book. Includes both Secondary

Schools and Teachers' Training Colleges.

It is clear that Kilimanjaro's advantage in primary edu-

cation has progressed to the secondary level.
5

While the

equalization ratio has apparently restrained the intake of

Kilimanjaro residents into government secondary schools (5% of

Kilimanjaro primary school students are to be offered places

in government secondary schools, compared to a national avar-

ago of over 10%), that ratio is not applied to the private

secondary schools, which draw api)roximately 801 of their en-

rollment locally, By 1973-74, fully one-quarter of all

private secondary schools in Tanzania were located in Kilima-

njaro (Tanzania, 1974:22).

Thus, since the period of British rule, Kilimanjaro

children have had a rtch better chance of finding a primary

school place than other children in Tanzania. In the past

few years that advantage has been extended to the secondary

level, where pupils who finish primary school in Kilimanjaro

now have a much better chance of finding a secondary school

place than their counterparts in the rest of Tanzania. And

since the national educational system does not differentiate

public and private secondary school students as they compete

for further education and training--they have equal access to

the Form V examination, to admission to Teachers' Training

Colleges, and so on--clearly Kilimanjaro students are likely

to continue to fill a large portion of the higher skilled and

decisio'n-making positions in the society.

Simultaneous with this expansion of secondary education

has been a similarly church-assisted expansion of other post-

primary education in Kilimanjaro, particularly agricultural

and vocational training. In 1974, the Catholic Diocese oper-

ated a large vocational school in Moshi town, with an enroll-

ment of over 500, and 12 other programs throughout Kilimanjaro,

with a combined enrollment of over 1000. Subjects offered in-

cluded typing and other secretarial skills, carpentry and

other artisanry, sewing, and modern farming, along with

English, Social Doctrine (Morals), and Politics.

In short, the situation continues. Under British rule

the mission schools provided to Kilimanjaro residents an ad-

vantage over other Tanzanians. The same institutional

arrangement in the post-colonial setting, where education is

an even more important determinant of access to power and

wealth, has continued to provide to Kilimanjaro residents an

advantage over other Tanzanians. Since this arrangement
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plmits an expansion of opportunity that the government cannot

TI.anage from its own resources, there is little objection, de-

spite the regional inequalities it perpetuates.
6

As the

government asserts control over these local initiatives, the

local residents and their churches combine to find new means

for improving their situation. As one church official com-

mented,

If they take what we are doing now, we will open

something else.

Differentiatior_Li

The evidence presented thus far has demonstrated Kilima-

njaro's regional advantage in access to education. It is

necessary now to examine the links between that geographic

differentiation and class differentiation.

Data gathered in 1968-69 and 1974 indicate that within

Kilimanjaro the ruling group
]
was more successful in gaining

access to education for its child'ren than were their neigh-

bors (Samoff, 1974:158-159; Samoffs, 1976:16-20). A survey

of Kilimanjaro leaders in 1959 indicated that virtually all of

their children of primary school age were in school. In the

sane year, fewer than half the children in Tanzania who had

reached primary school age were actually in school, and within

Kilimanjaro the comparable figure was on the order of 70-30%

(Samoff, 1974:42-441 Day and Nogil, 1973:125). More important,

at a time when Tanzania's secondary school enrollment was

under 3% of the relevant age group, more than half of the

Kilimanjaro leaders' children had nine or more years of

schooling. In the same year, 8-11% of the relevant age group

in Kilimanjaro were in secondary school. A 'similar survey in

1974 proved impossible. But it is not an Unreasonable pre-

sumption that the differential access to post-primary educa-

tion found in 1969 has continued, Partly that is so because

the absolute number of school places open has increased rapid-

ly. Partly, it is that leaders were able to intercede with

It
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Ministry officials to perait their children a second chance at.

the secondary school exaninT'.inn. 'Partly it is that leacle,

are more likely to provids e sort of houcehold environcn

that is conducive to and su:Tprtiva of rapid educational pro-

gress. But most important, leaders are more likely than

others to be able to pay the fees of the private secondary

schools and to be convinced of the importance of post-primary

education. Thus, although it is the case that the regional

advantage permits SOP: widening of the base of the ruling

group, the pattern of educational intake favors the children

of the current leaders. In fact, challenges to the rulire;

group have come from within the upper stratum of the local

society, rather than from other strata.

As Rachel Samoff and I have argued,

. . access to wealth leads to access to schools,

which in turn provides access to power. Church

initiative and finance enable more schools to be

opened, which enable Kilimanjaro children to be

more educated, which enables them to provide a

major portion of the national leadership. And it

is the ties to the netropole, in this case via

the churches, which both in the past and in the

present provide access to the wealth used to ex-

pand schools. (Samoffs, 1976:20)

Finally, all of this suggests that central initiatives

concerned with overcoming the elitist orientation an regional

and class disparities of the national educational system are

not likely to succeed if they are limited to expansioa of

opportunity and revision of curriculum. At least as i7ripor-

tant as how many schools there are and what is taught 'n them

is who gets selected for entrance. Recent policy changes nay

reflect increasing recognition of this relationship. 7he

1974 decision to require vocational and political experience

for entrance to the University of Dar es Salaam nay rark the

beginning of the development of alternative criteria for re-

, cruitment. Universal primary education would also overecne

this differentiation, but it is still too far away to affect

short-term trends in Tanzania; universal secondary euution

iS of course at this pofnt inaascihle to project,

12
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Class Differentiation

Thus far, the main focus has been on regional, and to a

Inge extent therefore, ethnic, disparities in access to edu-

cation in Tanzania. Although there is some evidence to sug-

gest that differential access to education has fostered class

formation and reproduction within Kilimanjaro, it is necessary

at this point to enlarge the scope of the discussion. What

is the nature of the ruling group in Kilimanjaro? How doel

this local ruling class differentiate itself from other

ruling classes? How are regional/ethnic and class ties

lated? And what are the links between class power and

power?

A comment on relevant theory is in order here. My

thinking on these problems derives insight from marxist anal-

yses of society, particularly of the Third World (Foster-

Carter, 1974, which includes a useful bibliography), and of

the state (Poulantzas, 1973a, 1973b, 1976; Milihand, 1969,

1973; Laclau, 1975; Wolfe, 1974; Bridges, 1974; Girardin,

1974). I am, however, less concerned with marxist doctrine

and marxist historical interpretation than with marxist meth-

od. For my work, that orientation has two specific conse-

quences.

First, I take that method to require a specific analysis

of concrete societies in their time and in their contexts.

That there is conflict over the control and uses of produc-,

tion in ALica is, I think, clear. But the precise constel-

"dation of classes and class alliances is specific to place

and time, and, as well, changes over time. Therefore, the

particular definition of contending groups appropriate to

19th Century Europe may, or may not, be appropriate to post-

colonial Africa, Those categories must inform the analysis,

not delimit it. This perspective is, despite the tradition

of dogmatic and unspecific (and therefore, ahistorical and

unscientific) analyses from both communist and non-communist

marxists, not new to students of Marx;

13
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The whole spirit of Marx1em, its whole system, de-

mands that each proposition should be considered

(a) only historically, (b) only in connection with

others, (c) only in connection with the concrete

experience of history. (Lenin, 1916, quoted in

Shivji, 1975:125)

The second consequence that flows from this orientation

is that I take classes to be formed by their role in produc-

tion and their opposition to other classes, Class is neither

static not a positivist category, To'take classes as dy-

lade categories defined by prodoction roles requires that we

iscard the simplistic.equation-, a class with social strati-

fication, and of class with A. Studies of stratification

by wealth and socioeconomic gat; may provide insights into

class alignments, but they do not encompass the dynamic of

classes and class conflict. And to understand classes to be

defined by their conflict with other classes requires that we

discard the simplistic equations of class with ,occupation.8

The petty bourgeoisie cannot be defined solely by its occupa-

,tions (Shopkeepers, artisans, teachers, and so on), but must

be understood in terms of the tension between, for example,

shopkeepers and trans-national corporations on the one hand

and shopkeepers and smallholder farmers on the other. Since

the nature and form of these conflicts change over timer so

must the structure.and alliances of classes change over time.

The point is not that a shopkeeper may occasioni,lly come to

own a factory and thus change class situation, hUt that small

shopkeepers challenged by chain store monopolies will appear

and behave differently from shopkeepers challenged by the

urban unemployed.

That classes are defined by both production roles and

opposition to other classes and that the form and organization

of production and the resultant conflicts change over time

pose special problems for empirical research. Like physicists

studying sub-atomic particles, social scientists studying

classes and class conflict cannot force,the object of their

study to hold still to permit detailed observation. Rather,

14
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the dynemic nature of our concern requires us to concentrate

on traces and impacts. That is, if we ascribe to classes

static characteristics--for exemple, if we define classes as

occupational groups--we cannot see their core quality, their

existence only in opposition. Hence, we must examine the im-

pact of classes in concrete political arenas. Our under-

standing of class becomes more precise to the extent that that

understanding provides the most satisfactory explanation of

political behavior and institutions. The most suitable arenas

for such study are those in which there has been a self-

conscious effort to induce change, since the initiative for

change will generate oppositions, whose outlines will reveal

the underlying structural relationships.

The Petty

Rachel Samoff and I have ar4ued that over the 30

years the petty bourgeoisie has become the local ruling class

in Kilimanjaro (Samoffs, 1976:esp. 31-34).
9

Kilimanjaro is

not unique in this regard (Feldman, 1975). That class had its

origins in both salaried employment and successful coffee

farming during the period of British. rule, Largely by allying

with the local peasantry and partly by allying with the na-

tional anti-colonial movement, that class displaced the

chiefs, whose own position both in the local economy and as

political officers had been supported by the British adminis-

tration. Though forced to make some accomodations, that

class has largely opposed
socialist initiatives from the cen-

ter. But simultaneously, due primarily to the access to edu-

cation that its role in local production fostered, that class

has supplied a significant portion of the national leaders in

Tanzania.

The behavior of that class, however, cannot be explained

simply by reference to its interests as a petty bourgeoisie.

Here is the importance of
understanding classes as defined

by conflict with other classes--we must understand this class

15
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not by its position but,by its oppositions. The intereetsep,

the Ice.al ruling class in Kilimanjaro are defined by several

different conflicts, all of which occur contemporaneously.

First, the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie has historically

been in conflict with the Eurepeans who settled within Kili-

manjaro. As the settlers seueht to monopolize markets and

guarantee labor supplies by moipulating coffee growing regu-

lations and marketing arrangeeeets, the petty bourgeoisie

allied with local peasants to form growers' associations and

cooperatives to protect their aeeess to markets, new technol-

ogy, and even land. The most recent, and perhaps final,

battle in this conflict was the nationalization of settler

coffee estates in 1973,
10

through an alliance linking the

petty bourgeoisie both with the party at the national level

and with the local smallholders. That the petty bourgeoisie .

was the dominant class in the alliance is clear from the allo-

cation of the nationalized estates: not to the smallholdere

directly, not to the estate workers and neighboring farmers

collectively, and not to some form of njamaa village organized .

to institute either local control or central direction, but

to the coffee cooperatives, institutions controlled by the'

petty bo.urgeoisie. That the rules defining which estates

were-to be nationalized were devised to exclude most of the

holdings of the petty bourgeoisie provides further evidence of

that class's dominance,

Second, the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie achieved power

at the expense of the Chagga chiefs, and thus was defined in

part by its conflict with the chiefs, the institutions of

chiefly power within Kilimanjaro, and the links hetween the

chiefs and the British administration, The politics of that

struggle were'complex. Each recognition by the petty bour-

geoisie of the links between their efforts to control the

local coffee economy and theie anti-chief struggle, and be-

tween their anti-chief struggle and the larger anti-colonial

struggle, was repulsed by the British administration, which

16
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kept narrowing the grounds of the conflict and returning it to

Kilimanjaro (Rogers, 19721 McCarthy, 1972:Chapter VII; Samoff,

197419-31). In this conflict, the petty bourgeoisie allied

with clan heads unhappy with the loss of their authority to

the chiefs and with sub-regional factions within Kilimanjaro,

and finally prevailed as the national anti-colonial movement

gained momentum in Tanganyika.

To some extent, as the chiefs and the British administra-

-lion became less consequential opponents of the Kilimanjaro

pettY bourgeoisie, they were succeeded by a third opposing

, force, perceived locally as the "center" in Tanzanian poli-

tics. That is, the petty bourgeoisie regarded its struggle

against the chiefs not only as a claim for local power but

also as an effort to avoid control from,outside Kilimanjaro.

The brief period of the elected paramount chief 4" 'die 1950s

was marked by the creatiim of a Kilimanjaro anthem, flag, and

newspaper, and the celebration of Kilimanjaro holidays. The

historic alliance between the party, the Tanganyika African

National Union (TANI)), and the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie,

to oust the chiefs notwithstanding, TANU in independent

Tanganyika (and subsequently Tanzania) had its own sense of

direction for the country, which did not permit to Kilimasjaxo

the autonomy its ruling group desired. As the policy initia-

tives from the center became more exp:....cit4 socialist, they

were directed at curtailing the aggressive entrepreneurship,

and individual accumulation, as well as the cumercial and

institutional links with Europe, thet chazacterized the be-

havior of the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisde. Just as the

petty bourgeoisie's class interests had Issou0s it into con-

flict with. British control and its lociE offiGers, the chiefs,

so did those interests bring it into cov7*- with the ujamaa

policy of independent Tanzania (Samoff

The conflict between Kilimanjaro iact, its petty

. bourgeois ruling class) and 'Tanzania wa3 clear but secondary

, in the early 1960s.. That conflict has 1,,eofie: increasingly

17

more important over time, but hes not as yet become funda-

mental. Many of the socialist policy initiatives from the

center have been diverted or coopted within Kilimanjaro,

Kilimanjaro leaders claim to be the original socialists,

having formed cooperatives as eerly as the 1930s. As noted

above, nationalization of settler estates suited both central

and local interests. But more important, the foreign exchange

earnings from coffee sales are too critical to the Tanzanian

economy to be jeopardized,
Though frequently challenged,

Kilimanj'aro's resistance to socialist initiatives must be

tolerated until the center has sufficient strength to over-

come the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie, or, more likely, until

the local ruling class is upset within Kilimanjaro
(Samoffs,

1976:34-37).

This conflict between the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie

and the'center has thus far served largely to forge a regional

alliance across classes within Kilimanjaro. Most often, the

local ruling class has been able to persuade other local resi-

dents that their interests lie in maintaining the regional

alliance and not in allying with outsiders against the local

rulers. I shall return to this point shortly.

The fourth conflict
defining the Kilimanjaro petty bour-

geoisie is that which pits it against the smallholders, the

poorer urban strata (many of them
immigrants to the region)/

and the wage laborers.
Objectively, it is this conflict that

we might expect to be primary in Kilimanjaro. Land.pressure

on the mountain has been
severe for much of this century.

When coffee erices decline, all farmers suffer, but those with

access to advanced technology
(irrigation, fertilizer, pesti-

cides) and with fields planted to other crops suffer less.

And the locally elected officials, merchants, and transporters

are the most available focus for
antagonism, even when they

have only middle-level
roles in a chain of underdevelopment

that extends far beyond Kilimanjaro, But to the present, this

conflict has remained submerged. In part, the local ruling

c:ass is able to rely on ties of ethnicity and kinship to
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'overcome (and disguise) conflicts of class, In part, central

initiatives can be portrayed as threatening to the entire re-

gion, thus overcoming conflicts of class with the ties of

regionalism, In part, central initiatives are depicted as

specifically Muslim (Bienen, 1970:43-40), thus emphasizing

religious ties among the predominantly Christian populace of

the mountain (where most prominent local leaders have well pub-

licized church affiliations) . In short, class conflicts be-

come blurred in the assertion of other associational links.

Equally, if not more, important, much of the objective

teesion between classes within Kilimanjaro can be displaced

elsewhere, That is, through a whole variety of mechanisms,

Kilimanjaro's unemployment and underemployment can be eased

both by outward migration from Kilimanjaro
11

and by the trans-

fer of wealth accumulated elsewhere (even as far as Uganda

and Kenya) back into Kilimanjaro. These are difficult points

to document systematically, but unsystematic observation and

extensive interviews suggest the importance of these two me-

chanisms; outward migaration'and inward transfer of wealth.

The point here is that the local ruling class in Kili-

manjaro, the petty bourgeoisie, is neither a static groupile;

that has remained relatively unchanged over time nor a fixed

cluster of occupations and positicms. Because it is involved

in several different conflicts simultaneously, the structure

and behavior of the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie are neces-

sarily dynamic and thus always somewhat obscure to an

observer with only one vantage point at any given time. The

very ambiguity of its interests in the current situation per-

mits the petty bourgeoisie some autonomy of action (Saul,

1974:357-359). Similarly, the class alliances of this petty

bourgeoisie are continually remolded, and may include links

with classes from which it appropriates surplus as well as

links with classes for whom it generates and transmits surplus.

While sections of this class entrench their opposition to

socialist initiatives, other.sections can, take anti-capitalist

19
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positione. These alliances, tool are frustrating/y imprecise

to an observer with but a single vantage point,

A parallel analysis in appropriate at the national level

for much of Africa, Though the origins of national leaderships

in Africa lie in the political economy of European rule, and

though structurally leaders remain linked to the metropole,

they are not entirely its agents. For segments of the national

leadership their objective inteeests require and their asner-

tions of netionalism permit an alliance with the mass of the
.

population against continued external domination, The very

intermediary position of this leadership permits there to

occur within it conflicts over which alliances to pursue, and

thus over which strategies of development should prevail (Saul,

1974:354-359; Cabral, 19f;9: "Brief Analysie the ri,1

Structure in Guinee" i "e' a Theorf; Roch,q,

1971). Those conflicts are manieeeted in efforts to control

state power.

Class Structure and the State

Class conflict, of course, has to do with state power,

Classes competing for control over production and wealth sf.?vk

to control state power to secure their goals, and particularly

to fashion the institutions of the state to reflect their in-

terests (Girardin, 1974), Day-to-day managerent is a lot

simpler when state institutions themselves screen out chal-

lenges and cloak decisions favoring the ruling classwith the
ee

legitimacy of apparently universal norms (4i1iband1'1969:161-

195),

The links between the ruling class and state institutions

are particularly close in the Third World, where the Struc-

tural relations of dependence preclude the emergence of a

local bourgeoisie with real ownership of the ncLns of produc-

tion (Ake, 1976:3; Harris, 197530-33), Since the organiza-

tion of monopoly capitalism precludes local own.i.n classes in

the major branches of the economy (Coulson, 1973:24725), local

20
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litee see% to use state pover to gain control over prodection

eistribution,
12

Bence, tha apparent trend tovard naraonal-

%zatIon of foreign enterprisea and creation of joint stock

eer,panies (private foreign company plus local government) suits

both the Third World critics of foreign domination and the

local rulers attempting to Use their political pesitione to

gain more substantial economic leverage.

There emerges in Africa what.Shivji has called the "bu-

reaucratic bourgeoisieTM: citizens whose political laTaaoaa

foa them some control over the local economy (Shivji,

a.a.ePart T. Harris, 1515:24-251. Shiali's construct,

which has not gone unchallenged (Cliffe and Saul, 1973133).-

358), might be divided into two sectionsfirst, those local

citizens who hold managerial positions in the nationalized

and joint-stoak companies (parastatals); and second, those

whose positicas in the government administration permit them

to exercise se el control over the behavior of the parastatals

(through, for example, permitting monopoly markets, or setting

pricing policies, or fixing import quotas, or allocating

power and watee., or protecting terms of employment, or simply

awarding contracts). Although this construct ha$ been devel-

oped for anallesis of the national political economy, it is

.also usefully applied at the local level, .

In Kilimanjaro, the emergent petty bourgeoisie has, at

leait:from.the 1920s, been concerned with gaining control

:over coffee prodUCtion and marketing. To'achieve that, it

Alas' used whatever,levers.it has been able tO grasp. It has

formed groWers' associations and cooperatives. It has organ-

ized local political parties.. It has opposed the British

administration and the chiefs, and their nominees for local

positions.. It has made alliances within the region, and it

has sought alliances outside the region. It has established

direct links with the European coffee buyers, And throughout,

it has sought to dominate local politics.

Dominating local politics in Kilimanjaro has, since the

1920s, meant dominating both the institutions concerned

aJaUlfsi: CLASS FORMATION axa enaiaakr.aaare:

directly with the peodection, aaeaepert, and marketing of

coffee and the institutions of leeal government. Chaagee in

the leadership of the coffee coeperative, the Kilimanjaro

Native Cooperative Union (KNCU), have been mirrored in changes

in local government office and in leadership of local party

units (Sameff., 1974:19-31, and i IV), This effort by the

local ra:a. class to are ( 11 over state institutions

has occuar( ir :7.11.0m, as well (Feldman, 1915:155;

Raikes, 1915:,).

The local petty bourgeoisie in Kilimanjaro, then, has

)iistorically had two branches. Though both have their origins

coffee production, one has remained largely in agriculture

aad commerce, while the other branch has occepied political

Aitions. Among the earliest founders of the growers' as-

sociations were subordinate officials of the colonial admini-

stration, especially clerks and teachers (McCarthy, 1972:247-

253; McCarthy, 1975). Thus, from the outset, one strategy

of the petty bourgeoisie's effort to become a bourgeoisie has

been to secure control over the localstate institutions by

assuming their leadership positions3: to become a local

petty bureaucratic boargeoisie.
14

In significant loeal con-

flicts, the local petty bureaucratic bourgeoisie has been able

to protect the interests of its class allies, for example in

the allocation of the nationalized settler coffee estates dis-

cussed above and local liquor licenses (Samoff, 1974: Chapter

3).

In the post-colonial, setting, that local control--the be-

havior of the local petty bureaucratic bourgeoisie--has been

the primary Obstacle to socialist initiatives emanating from

the center (Samoffs, 1976), The mechanisms through which

this has occurred have included both direct opposition to

those initiatives and also interpreting and controlling their

implementation (Feldman, 1915:161), That control by the

local ruling class has been necessary to secure the condi-

tions of its reproduction. To use Carchedi's distinction,

that control has permitted the reproduCtion of the agents of

21 22'
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the lOcal ruling class through its continued preferential of:-

coos to the educational system. At the same time, that locC,. .

control has permitted the reproduction
of the positions of

the local ruling class by resisting initiatives to transform

the local political economy. In other words, the function of

the local petty bureaucratic
bourgeoisie has been not only to

protect the interests of the local ruling class but also to

insure its reproduction. Control over state power has been

the primary mechanism for securing class power.

The Kilimanjaro Political Econ214

We must now return briefly to a point raised earlier,

the local opposition to the Kilimanjaro petty bourgeoisie.

Since the local ruling class has its origins in coffee pro-

duction, since the sale of coffee plots has been common for

many years (Dundas, 1924:3011, and since land scarcity has

been recognized as a problem for half a century (Annual Re-

ports of District and Provincial Commissioners rarely failed

to mention it), we might expectito
observe a concentration of

land in a few hands with the
concomitant emergence of farmers

with so little land that they were forced to sell their labor.

Yet, although local officials have predicated political tur-

moil due to land pressure for some 30 years,
and although the

average acreage per grower fell sharply in the 1960s (see

FIGURE A), there is little evidence in the. 1970s of a signif-

icant local group of landless farmers on the mountain.15

Several hypotheses can be proposed to explain this lack

of a local landless class, all
of them plausible but none of

them yet well supported by the available research, Foreign

laborers (both other Tanzanians and non-Tanzanians) who have

come to Kilimanjaro ta seek work have largely found employ-

ment on the sisal plantations south of the mountain or in the

urban setting of Moshi. Those few who did work on coffee

estates have largely been
incorporated within the local popu-

lace, even to the extent of securing their own coffee plots

23
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Figura A COFFEE ACPEACT; PER CRNER 14 KILIMANJARO, 1923/24-1972/13
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and.acquiring rights comparable to those of the local ethnic

group (Samoff, 1974:167). The movement of labor from the drier

eastern side of the mountain, Rombo, has largely ceased as

that area has become more productive, To some extent, this

former labor reservoir may now have begun to attract inward

migration. The more widespread use of fertilizer, pesticides,

fungicides, and improved seedlings, together with better cul-

tivation practices have led to increased production and

quality and thus permit smaller plots to provide adequate in-

come, The availability of additional land within the region

which, though unsuitable for coffee, can be used for annual

24
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food crops has facilitated croptiversification. Thus, it

Seems likely that one outcome of land.pressure in Kilimanjaro

has been to reduce the need for outside labor, or rather, for

local labor--by farmers on nearby land on a short-term, sea-

sonal basis--to displace imported 1abor416 In addition, as

noted above, there has been migration out of Kilimanjaro, much

of it to agricultural settlement and urban employment ie other

areas of northern Tanzania.

The point here is that thusnfar there has not emerged a

significant objective conflict of interest between the Kili-

manjaro petty bourgeoisie and the poorest of the local peas-

ants, almost all of whom continue to farm some coffee on

their own (see TABU 4); There is a danger, however, of

TABLE 4 CoNCENTRAIION OF CoFFKE PRODUCTION IN KILIMANJARO,

1969-70

Frequency Distribution of Average Annual Coffee OutzliellArm

Output (in lbs.)

Under'100

100-199

200-299

300-399

400-499

500-749

750-1499

1500-2499

Over 2500

Not available

Percentage of Farms

10.6

17.7

18.2

12.5

10.3

15.5

3.8

0,5

4.1

6.8

100.0%

SOURCE; Smith, 1970;17. 368 faims were surveyed.

adopting too static a view of the local political economy which

could obscure the actual objective conflicts. In the changing

political economy of Kilimanjaro, coffee production may come

to have a very different role from that which it has had over

the past half century.

Coffee farming has indeed been the major source of cash

income for Kilimanjaro farmers since the beginning of this

25
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century. The introduction EV extension of coffee framing

wan the change in the patlero of production
that led to the

fomation of a new class able to challenge successfully.the

chiefs then in power. Bet coffee farming may no longer be

the most dynamic sector of the local economy.

Coffee prices, detembed by market factors largely

beyond the control or the coffee producers, have fluctuated

widely. Since the 1960s, increases in income from coffee

farming have required higher quality beans which in turn have

necessitated expensive technological inputs (irrigation, fer-

tilizers, pesticides, processing egeipment) and increasingly

expensive labor, At the same time, there has been little

new land available for expanding coffee production. Hence,

individuals with significant capital available for investment

have begun to look elsewhere. Available surplus capital that

is not invested in commerce and transport is likely to be in-

vested in annual crops grown on fields at lower levels of the

area, which are both more readily available ad more acces-

sible to transport.
17

Because the application of technology

may well bring a better return on the annual crops than on

coffee, particularly since producer prices on food crops are

set nationally rather than on the world market,18 local in-

vestment capital ir likely to be diverted away from coffee

and toward the annual crops. Recent evidence does indicate

the significance of other crops in the local economy (see

TABLE 5).

This evidence is supported by the perceptions of the

local petty bourgeoisie:

Coffee is just pocket money. By the time you hire

someone to prune it, spray it, pick it, and pay for
chemical sprays and so on, what you have left is

very little. I have uprooted some of my coffee and

replaced it with grass (fodder],

These changes in the most dynamic sector of the local po-

litical economy are still too recent for their long-range

implications to be clearly visible. But they do suggest that

a static view of the situation may obscure the changing nature

26
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5 COFFEE AND OTEFR CROPS IN KILIM/WARO

Heads of Household in Kilimanjaro District, 1967

Percent of Total

ng 48.3%

ilture 33.2%

16.8%

1.7%

100.0%

17.ania 1967 Census, Volume 4, Table 321, p. 413.

)f Cash Income for Kilimanjaro Rural Farmers

ncome Percent of Total Farmers
51.4%

other agriculture 31.0%

non-farm income 17.7%

100.1%

ith, . 70:16. (Sample of 368 farmers)

Land and Li stock of Kilimanjaro Rural Farmers

land used for: Percent of Total Farmers,
53%

f 43%

' 16%

Percent of Total Farmers

62%

51%

26%

29%

!neon and Sinker, 1970:3. (Note that the sum of the

rcentages exceeds 100Z, since farmers were asked to

!scribe all their non-coffee land and livestock.)

osition within Kilimanjaro. If coffee production

the major focus for new local investment capital

nificant for appropriating and accumulating sur-

he opposition to the local ruling class may come

tfee farmers with little land for expansion and

cal residents with no access to capital or land
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for annual crops. And sirc 4Ccess to land at the lowr

is determined more by the dc.:isions of government than by the

communal mechanisms of.the rountain population, the focus of

that opposition may be direeted away from the local ruling

class.

Finally, this reassessm.2:1;: of the expected opposition of

landless toffee farmers within r.ilimanjaro brings us back to

the recognition that historiel, cultural, and regional ties

link rich to poor in Kilimnjo,ro nd obscure economic cleav-

ages. Other associational links, and particularly ethnic ties,

can be manipulated by the local ruling class to submerge the

objective conflicts generated by the existing organization of

production (Ake, 1976:4-9; Molteno,.1974). Through access to

education and jobs, through opportunities for migration else-

where in Tanzania, and through greater wealth than most of the

rest of the country, these ties have facilitated social motil-

ity and thus have not disappeared but rather have been rein-

forced over the past several decades (Wayne, 1973;7-10).

Class Formation, Re roduction, and Underdevelo rent

The major argument of this paper has been concerned with

the mechanisms through which differential access to education

has been manipulated in Tanzania to insure the reproduction of

a local ruling class. The immediate context has been the cof-

fee growing area of northeastern Tanzania, where in the 20th

Century a new pattern of production led to the formation ef a

new local class. Up to the present rooted in coffee produc-

tion, that class used its access to education to differentiato

itself from other classes and to insure that new generations

of local leaders have values and orientations similar to those

of their predecessors. This mechanism for the reproducOen

of the agents of a local ruling class functions Oscwhere in

Tanzania as well (Feldman, 1975:167; M. Mbilinyi, 1974).

This argument at the local level corresponds to the

larger scale analysis of Africa, and of much.of the Third

28
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511a 1m] r:.pla,lation for t.

crty) of Africa focwy ci the roles

tac capiialist w3r16 sysLuz. (Rodney, 1912

second level ezplanation, to overcome the

in the first level, Jcues on the behavn

in Africa--theLr chr_ns are constrain&

(Arrighi and Saul, Saul, 1972). 1:4`

'nave similar orientEtisss and take sirL

the third leve: Aon must focus

tics of individual 1rs but rather ca the,:

perpetu:tion, and le .:imation of the

and thus the nature c..J class conflict.

At that level, the significance of

tem is very clear, particularly in state Vh'

consciously adopted liberal or socialist-nal

patterns of differentiation based on his

cultural or regional ties. Where only TIc

manage to get to school, the mechanisms

segments of the society are so favored

tant than the content of the curriculum

experience.

To make this case, however, is not to n

mensional image of local or national rulin,

As has been noted here and elsewhere (Ake,

1975:45-47rSaul, 1974), there are tensix%

elements of the ruling class, tensions th,.

productive roles of those elements and th.-

the form particular conflicts take.

That African states are poor is c11071

of this poverty is the peripheral situ:kon

in a world capitalist economy is alsoTa5ar.

states are not completely confined witha

are they limited to passive roles. ft-

elimination of Africa's poverty is in"-

mined by class conflicts within Africa .

equally clear.
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275). Ti)
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:Anal leaders

Ron-aistent

Aing leaders

,n5 means that

characteris-

vr7":7,ization,

stem of power

Jonal sys-

e self-

hat reject

,vantage or

2 society

:mine which

-nre impor-

1:zately

:t a unidi-

.as in Africa.

; Harris,

different

..:ooted in'the

nediated by

the context

..frican states

African

)ntext, nor

_sistence or

lure deter-

should be

NOTES

11 use clan difforantiatioa here, rather clan

formation, sinca I un for t ::::..s7nt less mice: with the

enngence of otective confge1:1 of interest be: y. lasses

than with the r.chanisms by .juich new sets of luOc-s are re-

cruited from pa:ticular c1aas, Carchedi has vrgw that

"the reproduction of social classes depends cm the tcl .oduc-

tion of both positions and agents . ." (Ca:chedi 1975).

My use of class differentiation is concerW ah ±he lztter,

the reproduction of agents. I will come late4t in Cae ;...per

to a more general discussion of the study of c".ass

Tanzania.

2
Since it is often the case that authors -Tanzt nr or

expatriate--who attempt a critical analysis of

development strategy are perceived to be alignir

either with the anti-socialist or with the doct:1r..11- =racist

critics of Tanzania, it needs to be reiterated hr Tan-

zania's efforts to overcome its underdevelopment a...

the most impressive, and perhaps among the most sc.: 7Lul,

in the Third World. It is in the spi:it of Czbra.i's 'Tall No

Lies, Claim No Easy Victories' (Cabral, 1969 ) rjzi

"Leaders must not be Masters" (Nyerere, 1968) ms "To Plan is

To Choose" (Nyerere, :973), that this analysL: ..: developed.

3
As used here, Kilimanjar refers to an zren: of politi-

cal action that corresponds rc...hly to the cm Jamediately

surrounding the mountain. Formerly Kilimanja:'. :dstrict,

that area is now administratively organized ir:tsAoshi,

Rombo, and Eui Districts, all in Kilimanjaro

4
Church official, Kilimanjaro, 1974. Un:asr otherwise

specified, information and quotations are taken7 ..-om re-

search in Kilimanjaro in 1968-69 and 1974, wit:. toe anonymity

of the sources preserved.

5
Comparing Kilimanjaro and the rest of Tar..-:ia in this

regard is a difficult task, since secondary sche.. students

30
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try often pl 'cod autsa.e their : ,
el c: igi .. Thus, much

rat. the ecrollnent in p..,erlueent JaA echcels

rjare is non-lc:al, w'aile many
sta4ents are an

secondary se els elsewhere, Y t, sie -eoted leolow :he

bulk of the intake to
the priva,e sec.

the trend is clew, And it is eTaser

dpoole is local,

expec that

once establishea,
private secon'Ara : ea iI1. ! :rease

their enrollnants, just as the 7c.-erra:eee
-7hools hve done.

Touring xliamanjaro
in 1974, the ea. eau: oil lational

Education praisea the private schools fc ,ir 5r ';-reliance

and their contribution to naticael educe, .1 (are lia Daily

News, 29 April 1974:1).

7
The nature and behavior of this gr: are e ;cussed in

more detail below.

E
That much of the current social a:i.e.:we, .ng reflects

all of these equations is obvious. lamfetteeeee even many

of the radical critics,
pe:haps atteraa a a a posi-

tivist methodology on a dialectical t'aeorI_
ajailar con-

structs (Shdvji, 1975, is one emple. .
arelsrson, la 1:

esp, 121-123).

9
That terminology is

unfortunate:: aai

thrust of my argument
thus far suggests, we a:e

_Ince, as eae

:.et beginning

to understand the nature of this class, lisae aere, petty

(petite) bourgeoisie refers to
small-scElecenpit: iists whose

proximate model for behavior is the Large-sece:s

That class includes the educated
elite, z:EF of Com hcld pit

ical or administrative
positions and ieavallaetie irect

involvement in capitalist enterairise.
the origins of

the class are now clear, the d:eamic
I;arc.ji: context per-

mits that class some autonomy of action--taerd_e:nsolidation

of its capitalist
role or toward a proerere, evsn sociaLst,

role. Freyhold prefers the term "Nizsaa eon those whose

position stems from Africani:ation) (Seul, 1P%:254-367).

()Not all estates were nationalinea.
icc ai:fected vT:e

coffee estates in the core of the coffe .grmea7 area (thez

excluding estates in West
Kilimanjaro a7: thm een which
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.,,has 7.ot the rate: crep) tham 50 acxes (thLIc E7-

c...ng all but the Lee;:est of t'ao a.2rfeam-owned en'eatea).

21
"Elet is involee. iF not !, ]':-ticr. ',aft rather move-

t of individuals te' eeee-a. alnir ottaide the

ae, Local leaders a.:Lree aeawont :7 largo in

:hough an an.:115As of the '7 i ,liceted a net

.-eagional migratloe, el 1.71 ea_i .enja:. Pcjion's toaal

p:. 2..ation (Claeson ar E.gero, l J:CE].

-It is importentl ae to r: aL a f.isteen betwcea

eeer and state porcr. Dr- to the elepcee!ent structere

cf :-Tccri economies,
ntrol ove: state :eve: by eahe ruling

cle-: is the prima:y eeaAtion for its owe: reatede;tion. On

inportance of diLerentiating
Lass pmer from state power,

see' aealau, 1975:93, :re,.

"-Me structure: antarpenetretim of -zennent and party

ie ::ilimnja:o makes it reasonable te- both as state

eitutiens (Samoff, 1S74:161-1E4, _ -a7

''This effort to a,;:Dly at the 1=1... constructs de-

.
7ed for national analysis leeaa to eee'ca7anately aaward

teemienology. The :7,ffican petty
'eocrr:eci.eae c( the period of

Et-w,:ian rule (ofer termed
"Afriean mEade dass" and "de-

ceeed elites°) cee-eituted
the leafarshe of :he nationa)iet

antiecolonial mca=nt. At the te=ina. on tf direct Eure.

:Nee rule, that dla:s became the =foe seaent of the

bcargeoisie (the .ae,er, dominant, =E74:,: rvainini in th:

metropole). Alt :g.:1 Lndividuals from lete Kilimanjaro petty

boreaeaoisie havc eecome part of Caat na:aonal segment of the

laeniam bourgcaisie, I am concereei ore with the loeal

:uLng c1ass in 'ea:'.imanjaro,
which !'las :e:rained a distinctly

ece.1 bourgecisais aence, that branch ea' :he local ruling

eiess whose pow= 3tems from political and aJoinistrative

positions can a7r.-opr3.ately be
described as the local petty

bureaucratic boecisie.

15
ne projecfieons :I

political turecal (Lie to lane scar-

city that fill the historical
recatd haea led several
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r ,arc-.1.1.ers to JA:17.., I t and describe a I:

017 local have thus Lr

ce-..1ful. In 1caders suggett prol.-

leT,'; of land s:arcLty 7:.teat1y overst

tchnoLoqical an adepate inceae

coffee plots, and tha':. is =claimed land ave i)11 ir

the lover areas (cnsuit.:2 for toffee but adequat annu

food crops). In a survel of :anjaro ferr=s,

there vas no land shorta, at (Mbilinyi, Serz

also Clnyers, et al, 1.97

MbiLnyi reporte: E.51 of the fam.ilie n the

coffee growing areas hirEfla.zo: (1973:159, 10).

17
The transport needs: of I ton of raize and 5C :2ogr=n:

of coffee, with approxiately equivalInt market va:aas.

1969, are very different.

1S
To encourage food ..r.oduation, produce: price: :_or

maize were raised 6% in 1973-74 and 43% in 1974-75

Uchumi, 1374:56).

r
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